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For X=0, cos(0)=O as expected. cos(9) can cover the entire -1 to +1 range, and cos(0)=±l only when AßL=mji/V2 (for m odd integer) and XL=±AßL/2.
The phase difference § at z=L is obtained from Eq. (1) as 
Si, S2, S 3 } = { 2£^| (1 -cos(2bL)), (|) + (^-j cos(2bL), (^) sin(2bL) } (?) 2b
We find from Eq.'s (3a) and (7) Another representation for evolution of the output state {Si, 82,83} is shown in Fig. 2 . The starting points are all on the rim of the circle where X=0. As X grows large the trajectory is an ever tightening spiral about an axis which approaches the S3 axis.
With {Sio,S 2 o,S3o} ={0,1,0}, Eq. (7) As shown above, setting the operating point of a symmetric directional coupler device off the equator requires a nonzero X. We will now describe a method to reach any point on the Poincare sphere with little or no dc bias, by using a waveguide configuration which breaks the symmetry along x, thus providing coupling between the symmetric and antisymmetric modes.
The technique may generally be described as the use of waveguide bends of controlled length and curvature to passively bias the modulator. 
where {x,z}= {0,0} is at the inflection point of the individual waveguide bends and Lb and h are defined in the Fig. 3 inset.
The beam propagation method 6 ' 7 was used to simulate mode propagation, with light starting in waveguide 1. 
